Solar Cooker…Hot Dog!

What You'll Need:
A cylindrical oatmeal box, sharp knife, aluminum foil, rod/coathanger/skewer, hot dog, bread

Have a grownup cut an oatmeal box as shown. Line the box with aluminum foil.
Punch the skewer through the cap of the box and puncture the bottom of the box with the skewer so it will be firmly anchored. Take your solar oven outside and put it in the bright, hot sun. The aluminum foil will cause the sunlight to reflect from one side of the 'oven' to the other, making it really hot. Toast a piece of bread or put a hot dog in your solar oven, and watch it sizzle!

I have been wanting to make a solar oven for a long time but the complex designs always kept me away. So I was super excited to find this simple design using an oatmeal box. http://dustfairiesanddarwin.blogspot.com